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Rutgers University

Livingston
College

J^utgers University was established as Queen's

College in the city of New Brunswick in 1766, as an

insitution of higher education. Since it's inception,

the University has grown into one of the largest and

most respected state universities in the nation. The

university follows a path of constant growth and

evolution, diversifying its campuses while catering

to the academic needs of its students. Student

organizations, clubs, activities and academic

groups, offer every student the chance to become

involved in areas that interest them and to realize

their potential. Fundamentally, Rutgers provides

each person with the opportunity to develop the

tools necessary for a well-rounded, creative, motivated

and successful life. In a world where nothing is certain,

the education each student receives is priceless.
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Diversity i

Livingston
Coneae

^vingston College is the youngest and most diverse

branch of Rutgers University. However, Livingston is

also one of the strongest parts of the State University

of New Jersey, because of its unfaltering dedication to

its students and its motto: "Strength Through Diver-

sity". When Livingston College was established in

1969, the forces of social and cultural change were at

work throughout our country, providing a venue for a

unique institution at Rutgers. Students attending col-

lege here have access to programs designed to foster

leadership skills, nurture student relationships and

build a solid foundation for the future Livingston Col-

lege exposes each and every student to an open-

minded way of thinking and acting, changing our future

and our world through tolerance and education.



Students
incjsion
Colleae

L ivingston College can be said to be a micro-

cosm of the world at large, where nothing is static

and the potential for change is always a driving

dynamic. Each person that attends Livingston

College leaves with a wealth of new friends and

resources that they were not in possession of

previous to their college years. Students learn to

build a strong community bond with one another,

which is invaluable in the future. Individuals from

every walk of life are integrated into dorms, social

groups, student organizations, and of course,

classes. The majority of students leave Livingston

with friendships that derive their strength from

personal differences, which in turn, paves the way

to the future with understanding, compassion and

the power to see beyond mere physicality to the

person underneath.
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Organizations

Livingston
^^0 1 1 ^E^^

Quring your time at Livingston College, you prob-

ably joined a student organization or at least

attended events sponsored by the many groups

located on the Livingston campus. Student Orga-

nizations are responsible for much of the social

cohesiveness that Livingston College stands for,

and they provide a positive forum for issues that

are important for students. In addition, organiza-

tions provide a sometimes much needed respite

from classes and schoolwork. Students involved

in organizations such as LOCO, LPB, LCGA,

LUEP, WRLC, SAU, LGC, LTC, H4H, SOL, Com-

muters and many more, learn dedication and

responsibility through their own ingenuity and

desire for a world shaped by ideals.



Growing Roots
incjston

College
^^/hat is the most important aspect of the educa-

tion that Livingston College provided for you?

Most people can safely say that the bonds formed

with other students, university wide, was the most

influential part of their education. Developing a

"root system" is necessary because it cultivates

wisdom and experience through social learning

and interaction. Collegiate peers are an abundant

source of ideas and interests that the individual

can explore in order to expand their intellect. The

foundation provided by such a "root system" as-

sists in building a strong identity and pride in your

individuality, thus promoting the inevitable experi-

ence of branching out and reaching out in the

future.
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Educational Acumen!

Livinasi;on
College

N°w that graduation time has come, one can

almost hear the sound of relief eminating from

Rutgers University. Students prepare to adjust to

a life without all night study sessions, research

papers and all of the other scholastic activities

indigenous to college life. However, for the

duration of each student's college career such

activities are the norm. Livingston College and

Rutgers University demand a certain quality of

work from students, and each person must strive

to cultivate healthy study habits and dedication to

classes. Balancing the spheres of school life,

social life and activities can be difficult, but

Livingston College students have it down to a

science.



Fun. Fun. Fun

LIV ngsron
Colleae

when the day is done, it's time for the sutdents of

Livingston College to have fun!! Scholastic life is

rewarding, but it is just as important to unwind and

have a good time. Sitting back with friends, going to

a party on College Ave., taking a nature hike at the

ecological preserve, grabbing a bite to eat or going

to a Livingston sponsored event, are all good ways

to enjoy the simpler aspects of college life. Of

course, some students will also tell you that sleep is

their favorite activity, especially after a round of

exams. A positive and fulfilling life oustide of school

is ideal for students on a full-time schedule..
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New Brunswick

New Brunswick, the original

home of Rutgers University, was
established along the banks of

the Raritan River. Since then,

the "Hub City" has grown to be a

socially and commercially

diverse locale. The fact that

Rutgers University is located in

New Brunswick is an important

asset for both the City and the

University. The symbiotic

relationship that occurs

between the two dynamics is

key. Rutgers students find New
Brunswick to be a viable and
entertaining place to live, work
and acquire their education. It

is exceedingly easy to find an

activity or event to attend on
virtually any night of the week.
Whether you are looking for

art, music, theater, food or a

train ride to New York City, New
Brunswick is the place to be.
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College

Rutgers College holds

seniority within the Rutgers
University community. This is

simply reflective of the
longevity of the first

institution at Rutgers. Most of

the hustle and bustle

associated with college life

occurs within the area
occupied by the College

Avenue campus. Many
students from all of the
different campuses attend

classes, participate in

organizations and frequent
events held at the
surrounding academic
buildings and the Rutgers
College Student Center. In

addition, the reknowned
grease trucks are located

right in front of fraternity row
at the bus stop. Rutgers
College has a long history of

academic prestige that will

certainly continue into the

future.
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Douglass and Cook

Douglass and Cook

are the farthest away

beloved Livingston,

certainly does not mean

campuses

from our

but that

that

Livingston students do not make

the trek on an almost daily basis to

attend classes. Douglass was

established as a school specifically

tailored for women, and has

remained the same since its

inception in 1918. Cook College

was established as the College of

Agriculture in 1921. Both

Douglass and Cook are

aesthetically lovely. The Passion

Puddle and the large open fields

are features not usually seen in an

urban environment. In addition to

the immediate campuses of

Douglass and Cook, there are also

the Rutgers Gardens, home of the

bamboo forest, and Helyar Forest,

both of which are appealing to the

nature enthusiast.



Tree-Lined Paths Stretch Out Towards

Cook and Douglass Campus
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BUSCH CAMPUS CENTER

The CoRE Building Is One Of
The Academic Centers On
Busch Campus

Busch Student Center Is Always

Packed With Hungry Students



Busch

Most commonly associated

with science majors, Busch

campus is also one of the

greener campuses with parks,

jLswide stretches of green playing

fields and the Rutgers Golf

Course. Busch also has one of

the finest Rutgers' gyms and the

football stadium, which is home

to the Scarlet Knights. The

dining hall and student center are

fabulous and Busch offers so

many other wonderful perks that

you will find yourself making

excuses to go, even if you don't

have class.
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Livingston

The graduates of 2003 will

fondly look back at the time spent

at Livingston College. Maybe they

will recall the diversity that made

them feel at home, the activism of

an organization that they

participated in or maybe the beauty

of the campus. All students of

Livingston are united in their

common experience of this special

and unique college environment.

Livingston generously gives many

young people the chance for

success and acceptance in an ever

changing world, and the faculty

and staff are fiercely supportive of

their beloved students. As each

year passes, Livingston grows

through its students experiences,

producing an expression of

positive progress.
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Center

The Livingston Student Center

is the center of life on this

campus. Comprised of caring and

attentive faculty, staff and student

workers, the center is pervaded by

a feeling of unity and

empowerment. On any given day

students can pass through and see

musicians, animals, arts and crafts

and vendors. In addition, various

student organizations run trips to

musicals, ski slopes, amusement

parks, concerts and more. The

Student Center also offers a

multitude of resources in the form

of student and organization

advisors, campus information and

tours, copying machines, faxing

services, an ATM (a necessary

college resource!), movie rentals,

billiards, video games, and don't

forget about all of the wonderful

food establishments.
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Rec Center

Any student looking to keep

active throughout their college

career can utilize the Livingston

Recreation Center's fabulous

facilities. The Rec Center houses a

variety of weight training machines

as well as aerobic and cardio

machines. In addition, students can

play almost any game that they

desire, including, basketball, roller

hockey and tennis. After exercising,

students have access to locker

rooms equipped with showers and

saunas. The best part of it all is that

the Rec Center is free to Rutgers

students. As we all know, a healthy

life-style is extremely important to a

successful future, and the Rec

Center assists students in building a

healthy body and mind.
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Dining

Now for every students least

favorite aspect of college life...the

dining hall!! Oh, the horror!! As a

freshman, you may have thought that

the selection and availability7 of food in

the dining hall is unprecedented, but

shortly afterwards you may have come

to the realization that this is not the

food you are used to eating at home.

However, the staff of Tillett does its

absolute best to make sure tht you are

getting all of your food groups as well

as extras like cookies and ice cream.

When it comes down to it, every

student is lucky7 to have a meal plan

that provides hot and fresh food, so

they can apdy avoid eating microwave

meals. Of course, as a Rutgers student

you are also privy to any of the other

four dining halls, making it simple to

grab a meal between classes and relax.

It's the students' choice...what is it

going to be, Tillett, Busch, Brower,

Cooper, or Nielson???
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Bus Trip

Every graduating Rutgers

university student understands the

subtle nuances of navigating the

bus system to and from class, but

remember a few short years ago

when it seemed absurd to try and

remember exactly where every bus

went. Let's see, there is the GG,

L, LX, B, A, H, F, G and the EE,

which one do you choose and

which will get you there the

quickest? It may have seemed a

cruel joke in the beginning of your

college career. However, as each

student grows within the

University, they become acclimated

to the daily routine of public

University transportation.

Hurry...I think that's your bus

that's leaving the bus stop!!!

STATE UNIVERSITY
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Ecological Preserve

As college students, we pride

ourselves on forward thinking and

open-mindedness. At the dawn of

the twenty-first century, we are

having to deal with environmental

issues that affect every person on

the planet. While industry insists

upon using ever increasing amounts

of lumber for development and

commercial consumption, our

forests are being seriously damaged

and depleted. Even protected areas,

such as Livingston College's

Ecological Preserve, are not

necessarily safe havens for the

myriad of plants and animals that

occupy them. Such problems may

not be of much concern for young

people, but it is imperative to

remember that the environmental

damages sustained right here in New
Jersey and all over the globe can

have a markedly negative impact on

future generations.
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Ecological Preserve
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Spring Formal

The Spring Formal is an annual

event for Livingston College

students. Many of those who
attend are graduating and the

Formal is a perfect time to

celebrate a successful college career

as well as the transition to life

beyond Rutgers. Fabulous gowns,

sumptuous food and drink,

dancing and fun are all hallmarks

of a wonderful Formal Event. In

2003, things were no different,

and every person that attended

the party looked great and had a

smashing time on the dance floor.
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Spring Formal
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Springfest 2003

Every year, as the Spring

semester winds down, students,

faculty and staff alike are looking

for some fun and excitement to

buffer the hard work and

dedication that Rutgers University

requires. Many hours of planning

and anticipation go into planning

the Spring Festival, which

Livingston students lovingly

named Springfest. Springfest

includes live musical performances,

rides, games, food and fun, and

students can enjoy these carnival

festivities for free! Student

organizations plan Springfest with

the assistance of the Livingston

Student Center staff, and together

they produce a wonderful

synthesis of fun and relaxation.
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Springfest 2003
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SUM 41

Livingston's Own Concert

Organization, better known as

LOCO, gave yet another spectacular

concert at the Livingston Recreation

Center . LOCO successfully booked

the band SUM 41 to headline this

awesome show. The evening started

off when a crowd of students began

to gather at the stage in eager

anticipation of the show's beginning

note. Three bands opened up for

SUM 41, and the crowd was

enthusiastic at ever}7 interval. Not

only does an event of this type

provide a good time to students, but

it also gives members of LOCO
valuable experience in planning and

executing a large scale show. With

any luck, LOCO will be giving many

more concerts in the years to come.
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TSU

This year, Governor McGreevey's budget

cuts threatened to cut funding to Rutgers

University and raise the tuition, but Rutgers'

students organized and fought back, with the

support of local politicians. Tent State

University was created to protest budget cuts

that would potentially paralyze the University7

and many of it's students. The protest was

held on the Voorhees lawn and generated both

student participators and media attention. For

most of the week students took to the lawns,

camped in tents, listened to politicians and

other local leaders and mobilized a resistance

to the budget cuts that threatened to take the

beloved University away from us. The United

States Constitution guarantees that each and

every citizen is allowed a voice through the

Government, and Tent State University

provided the perfect venue to achieve success

in the face of adversity. The most important

thing that any student can learn at Rutgers

University is to fight for what is right and just,

therefore, assuring an affordable education for

future generations to come.
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You have chosen your decor...wisely
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Moving In
When you first go away to college, moving campus trying to decipher what this new

in really is a new beginning. College marks experience holds in tow, and people

the entry into a new world. A world in hauling an absurd amount of

which you will no longer have your personal belongings up into the

parents watching your every step, a

world in which you have to feed

and clothe yourself and a world in

which you can basically do

everything that you have never been

allowed to do at home. Sounds like a

great time!! However, you must move in

before you can adjust to your new life-style,

and "Moving In" day can become a major to

do. Parents and students wandering all over

Residence

Life

dorms. Moving In also entails

meeting a roommate for the

first time, and interacting with

a whole new set of peers,

which can definitely widen the

individual's horizons. However,

after all of the hardship and fun of

moving in, students can reap the fruits of

freedom and change that college allows.
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RA'S
Resident Advisors are a very

important aspect of dorm life at

any college. Every year

Livingston College has a

diverse and talented

group of RA's that assist

in everything from

moving in freshmen to

peer mediation between

residents. In addition, RA's plan

activities to bring residents of the

Life

dorm together in a fun and social

atmosphere, and they are a

wonderful resource for information

and advice pertinent to

Livingston Students. These

fabulous leaders of tomorrow

are consistently contributing to

the unity and success of

Livingston College and it's

students.
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Considered the penthouse suite of Livingston, these

Resident Halls "tower" over the campus

* _ * LMNKTOM.
- ™ . UNITES*

; vodD m
PROTECT OUR PKIDE

Tower residents represent their floors for

Livingston Pride Week

Quick internet connections are just one of the

perks of living on campus

Another grueling class...and I don't know where my
slash card is
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Towers
Just one of the Residence Halls to being in close proximity to most

located in the center of Livingston buildings on Livingston Campus,

Campus, the Ernest A.

Linton Towers offer

students a fabulous view of

the surrounding area.

Named after the first Dean

of Livingston, the Towers

are veritable hives of activity

with eight coed floors. You

Residence

Life

South Tower residents

have the ability to see

buses pull into the Student

Center, while North

Tower residents can hassle

the students making the

trek toward Beck. Also,

from the top of the

can be sure someone is awake at any Towers on a clear day, one can see as

hour of the day or night. In addition far as New York City.
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Quads
If you don't live in the Towers, you courtyard surrounded by the

must be a resident of the Quads! Houses. There are also lovely

There are, in fact, only three blossoming trees in the Spring,

Residence

Life

Quads; the fourth one was

never built, and nobody

knows why. The Quads

consist of living areas called

Houses, each comprised of

four floors and six rooms per

level. Each Quad boasts a set

of spooky tunnels connecting each

House in that particular Quad and a

which lend an idyllic appeal to the

area. Though not as busy as

the Towers, the Quads offer

residents a close-knit

community giving the perfect

opportunity to make close

friends.
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Living in the Dorms may be difficult at times, but as

we grow together it becomes our home
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Hanging Out
Laughter and good times are normal relax and unwind from the busy life

experiences for most Livingston of a college student. Sometimes

students. Whether partying, or

just chillin' with a few friends,

students get together on a

regular basis to just get away

from the stress that college

brings. No matter how many

papers or exams are assigned,

students find the time to hang out and

make some unforgettable memories.

Hanging out can also be prime time to

Residence

Life

just watching TV, going on-

line, having a bite to eat or

taking a walk can do the

trick after a long day of

work and class.
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Friends
Do you remember your first day of nothing to eat or need a ride. Here

college? Maybe not for you seniors, but on Livingston, we are able to enjoy

we can all recall the very first the diversity of the many different

friend we made here. Though types of people enrolled at

through the years at Rutgers

University, your friends may

have changed there was

never a problem with

meeting new ones. Friends

can help us open ourselves to

new experiences and beliefs

Residence

Life

and

can come in handv when vou have

Rutgers, while making social

connections that may help

our future endeavors.

Whether hanging out or just

being study buddies, the

friends you make in college are

the ones that stick with you through

life.
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This strange looking group of friends, was

apprehended trying to escape the fashion police
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Class Trip
Academics 2003

The most integral

aspect of daily life at

Rutgers University is

attending classes and

studying for exams. In

order to attain a de-

gree in your chosen

subject, you attend a

certain number of

classes oriented to-

wards you area of in-

terest. The beginning

of the semester starts

with a rush of students

trying to find their

classes, feeling out

their professors'

teaching style and buy-

ing books for each

class. What you expect

is not always what you

get as a student,

therefore, it is impera-

tive that each student

adopts a flexible learn-

ing style and develops

a positve relationship

with study habits. In

order to be successful

at Rutgers University,

each student must se-

lect classes that are

appropriate and fit into

their schedule between

work, socializing and

studying.

Heading to the Tillett in between classes

Quads after class
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When trying to navigate a difficult

subject, a tutor can always help!

A little inspiration goes a long

way!
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LRC
Academics 2003

The Learning

Resource Center, lo-

cated in Tillett Hall,

is a valuable source

of academic assis-

tance for the busy,

and sometimes
overwhelmed, col-

lege student. Not

only does the Learn-

ing Resource Center

offer free tutoring in

almost any subject,

it also provides a

quiet nook for stu-

dents to complete
their studies. Since

college life mixed with

school work can be

quite stressful, stu-

dents with an active

schedule can partici-

pate in programs tai-

lored to alleviate aca-

demic stress and in-

crease learning and

aptitude skills.
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Library Time
Academics 2003

As any savvy stu-

dent will tell you, find-

ing a quiet corner to

study in will definitely

nurture and improve

one's academic perfor-

mance. For Livingston

students what better

place to study than the

Joyce Kilmer Library,

not only is it conve-

niently located near

the student center and

the Towers, but it of-

fers more services and

information than any

other location on

Livingston Campus.
From researching a pa-

per to studying for ex-

ams, the library is a

place in which you can

depend on peace and

quiet for optimum
studying conditions.

Of course, navigating

through the many ar-

eas for books, media

and computers can be

intimidating at first, but

as you progress

through the college ex-

perience, with a little

help from the staff of

knowledgable librar-

ians, it becomes sec-

ond nature.

Information/
Reference

Where can I find that book?
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Deep in concentration



The computer lab is an
excellent place to conduct
research and complete
assignments via computers



Computer Lab
Academics 2003

The computer labs

are always crowded with

students, but they be-

come especially packed

during exam times, when

every student has papers

to write and exams to

study for. Otherwise,

some people use the labs

for entertainment and

personal acquisition of

knowledge. The labs of-

fer state of the art equip-

ment and a hard-wired

internet connection,

making browsing very

fast and efficient. In ad-

dition to the usage of

computers, the labs

are staffed with com-

petent student IT

workers equipped with

advanced computer

knowledge and helpful

personalities. So any

time of the day or

night, the computer

labs are open for stu-

dents to complete as-

signments and re-

search in addition to

recreational internet

usage.

Frustration seems to be a

common element when
interfacing with a machine
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Student
Organizations
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LCGA
Student Organizations

The members of the

Livingston College Governing

Association truly can be called

the voice of the students at

Livingston College, as well as

the leaders of the future. Every

year, the LCGA elects students

to represent a vast spectrum of

interests, sort out problems,

and push for the progress of

Livingston students both on and

off campus. Membership in the

LCGA provides the opportunity

to develop oneself as a

successful and well-rounded

leader, in addition to building a

strong future for many
generations of Livingston

students yet to come. Also,

such representation boosts the

morale of the college and

affirms it's place as one of the

best institutions at Rutgers!

Everybody has to get a

little silly sometimes!! wm
1 K
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The LCGA, with

Super-Advisor
Rebecca McCourtney,

know how to get

things done.

Nirali Parikh, the President of the

Livngston College Governing

Board.

The executive board takes care

of some very pertinent business.
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90.3 The Core

Student Organizations

From it's inception as a

pirated radio broadcast,

90.3 FM RLC The Core has

reflected the changing youth

culture of Livingston College

and Rutgers University at

large. The Core gives

students the opportunity to

experience the world of

radio firsthand, discuss

issues of importance "on

air" and expose their peers

to music that may be

obscure. A talented and

bright staff of student

volunteers has navigated

The Core into the new
millenium and secured new
equipment for the studio

and a reliable FM signal from

which they broadcast a

multitude of shows. As a

part of the Piscataway

partnership, RLC takes

college radio to a new level

intertwining the community

and the University. In the

future, students will continue

their work with the radio

station and enable the legacy

of college radio to live on far

into the future.

The RLC staff gets

down to some
serious business!
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The Medium

Student Organizations

Freedom of speech and

expression are privileges

awarded to each and every

individual by the Constitution

of the United States. On a

weekly basis, students who are

involved in the publication of

the Medium utilize and

actualize these rights. Though

the Medium may seem a little

rough around the edges to

some students and faculty, the

brilliant young staff of writers

are making statements through

their writing about political and

administrative agendas, issues

surrounding sexuality and other

so-called taboo topics. As we
look back to our college years,

many a student will remember
anticipating the new issue of the

Medium and the laughter that

always accompanied each

volume. In essence, the

Medium provides a venue for

the individual to express

uncensored ideas, opinions and

beliefs to their peers and the

Rutgers community.

This is the future

of journalism
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LOCO
Student Organizations

Livingston's Own Concert

Organization, better known

as LOCO, is responsible for

the many great concert

experiences that we have on

Livingston. This past year

they brought SUM 41, The
Starting Line, Rusted Root,

Mike Doughty and all of the

excellent Springfest bands to

Livingston. In addition, they

bring local music to the

campus on a regular basis,

and provide much needed

entertainment to busy students.

Planning large scale concerts

on campus is no small feat, but

LOCO rises to the challenge

and consistently promotes

successful shows on Livingston.

Music is an important element

of every student's life, and

Livingston's Own Concert

Organization provides

fulfillment and great

experiences for the Livingston

Campus.

The executive board

takes a moment from
their schedule to mug
for the camera
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SAU
Student Organizations

The Student Action Union is

one of the most important

organizations on campus. Their

goal is to fight for student rights

within Rutgers University, New
Jersey and the USA. During

2003, the SAU was an integral

member of the Tent State

University protest against

budget cuts afflicting New
Jersey's institutions of higher

learning, and worked many
hours to plan for the event and

provide shelter, food and

information to the many student

participants. Thanks to the SAU
and other student rights based

organizations, the budget cuts

were reduced and a considerable

amount of aid was reinstated to

Rutgers University. Though some
members of the Student Action

Union are graduating in 2003, the

whole group fought to preserve

the quality of education at Rutgers

University for 2004 and many
years beyond!

Tent State

University
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H4H
Student Organizations

Talk about building

community... Habitat for

Humanity does just that!!! This

particular chapter, located at

Livingston College, is just one of

the many H4H clubs around the

country. Many families all over

the country cannot afford to own
a residence of their own, and

H4H works very hard to alleviate

this problem. However, H4H is

not limited to building in New

Jersey, many H4H chapters go

to third world countries to work

on building a better and safer

future for families that are not

as fortunate as yours and mine.

These stellar students are not

only attending Rutgers

University, but they are also

helping to build community on

a larger scale all over the

world.
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SOL
Student Organizations

Sharing Our Light was
started in the 2002-2003

school year by Livingston

College senior, Cheryl Keise.

Tired of seeing women
pictured in a stereotypical

fashion, Cheryl was
determined to form a group

that would illustrate the ways

in which women are

objectified and treated by the

media and other groups.

SOL provides Livingston

women a safe forum for

discussing issues and building

sisterhood throughout the

media and other groups.

Delving into issues that affect

females as a gender and

promoting unity among women
are SOL's main goals. After a

great first year SOL will

continue to grow with

Livingston.

SOL's executive

board...headed up by
president Cheryl Keise
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LPB
Student Organizations

The Livingston Program

Board has been bringing

quality programs to

Livingston College for

many years. Through the

hard work and

determination of LPB,

students are provided

with interesting, thought-

provoking events as well

as events that can really

take the edge off of a

stressful week of school. LPB

has flourished on Livingston

Campus under the guidance

of their advisor, Susan

Romano. As every year

unfolds, LPB strives to help

students and make

Livingston College the best it

can be!

The executive staff of

LPB, including advisor Sue

Romano.
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Commuters
Student Organizations

The Livingston College

Commuter Program is unique

at Rutgers University. They

offer the only fully staffed and

furnished lounge solely for

the use of commuting

students at the University.

Included in the lounge

amenities are a large-screen

television, couches, study

chairs, tables, a computer

with internet access and a

fully stocked kitchen including

a microwave, fridge and sink.

Moreover, the lounge is staffed

by three part-time

undergraduate advisors who
are there to assist commuter
students with any problems or

questions and to plan

programs aimed at getting

commuter students involved

and ensuring that they enjoy

their time here.

Come along on the

Commuter trip to the

circus!!
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Commuters
Student Organizations

We're going as 3 grc

Rebecca and Zim jazz

up the Commuter
Lounge with Livingston

Pride!
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ean's Award Banquet 2003

In Recognition ofAcademi

levement, Service ersni



Abrams, Ai, Antenucci, Barnes, Battaglia, Bauer, Buccola, Carlone, Casadevall, Celentano, J. Choi, Y. Choi, Costin,

Crosby, DeMatos, Dewan, Donahue, Doran, Durkin, Floyd, Gilliam, Green, Heishman, Hyder, Krimmel, Kushwaha,

Lilley, Lybeck, Lyons, Mahmood, Ng, Press, Rizvi, Sean Roberts, Shirleece Roberts, Rosti, Rozenbaum, Schmidt,

Steigman, Sundelof, Tann, Teichman, Varga, Varghese, Vendra, Vintziloes, Wittig, Wyche

Ebony Gatson Anderson, Yesenia Carrasquillo, Mighty Fine, Cheryl Keise, Giovanni Lucero, Lillie Nkenchor, Abha
Patel, Lorin Poullard, Craig Seidenschwarz, Latoya Willis, Celine Bauer, Sandra Distasio, Elizabeth Fiore, Ayorkor

Koney, Zahur Musalli, NiraU Parikh, Kathleen Perry, Kazim Rizvi, Marie Varghese
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Student Center

Employees
Ebony Gatson-Anderson, Cheryl

Keise, Kazim Rizvi, Tyeshia Thomas,

Alan Wong, Renee Jones, Lillie

Nkenchor, Mustafa Rourk, Vivian

Vargas

Student Center

Governing Board
Sandra Distasio, Giovanni Lucero,

Lillie Nkenchor, Abha Patel, Kazim

Rizvi

Student

Organizations
Amutah, Bauer, Distasio, Fine, Fiore,

Koney, Lucero, Lyons, Marshall,

Musalli, Mussan-Levy, Nkenchor,

Nolan, Neil Parikh, Nirali Parikh,

Patel, Perry, Pulley, Rizvi, Sullivan,

Varghese, Willis, Wong



Minority Mentor

Program
Ndidi Amutah, Esther Dulay,

Moshood Muftau, Yesenia

Carrasquillo, Ebony Marshall, Philip

Wang

EOF Academic

Mighty Fine & Nandanee Ramdin

EOF Service

Yesenia Carrasquillo, Mustafa Rourk,

Nandanee Ramdin
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Residence Life-

Mentors
Mighty Fine and Marie Varghese

Residence Life-

Student

Employees
Mighty Fine, Latia Garcia, Latoya

Willis

Residence Life-

Hall Council
Mighty Fine, Abha Patel, Kathleen

Perry

no



esidence Lile-

Advisor:
Bauer, Distasio, Fine, Fiore, Howard,

Lyons, Marshall, Muftau, Nkenchor,

Perry, Rourk, Seidenschwarz,

Stei man. Willis

A :

Welcome Week
Amitrano, Bauer, Barnes, Carrasquillo,

Casadevall, Distasio, Fine, Fiore,

Garcia, Howard, Keise, Musalli,

Nkenchor, Nolan, Parikh, Patel, Perry,

Poullard, Ramdin, Wang, Willis, Yunk

Orientation
m m
Leaders

Jeremy Abrams, Ndidi Amtuah,

Ebony Gatson-Anderson, Yesenia

Carrasquillo, Elizabeth Fiore, Latia

Garcia, Ayesha Howard, Lorin

Poullard, Craig Seidenschwarz,

RochelleYunk
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Tour Guides
Sandra Distasio, Mighty Fine,

Elizabeth Fiore, Cheryl Kiese, Craig

Seidenschwarz

Peer Advocates
Mighty Fine and Marie Varghese

Peer Academic

Advisors
Ho Chun Ai, Suzanne Casadevall,

Sandra Distasio, Nirali Parikh

Livingston College

Governing

Association
Ndidi Amutah, Kenneth Esser, Mighty

Fine, Jay Mussan-Levy, Nirali Parikh, Abha

Patel, Kathleen Perry, Jeffrey Steigman
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Phi Beta Kappa
Indira De Los Santos, Michael De Matos, Kevin Donahue, Matthew Durkan, Jade Hampton,

Christopher Gunson, Judith Sundelof, Marie Varghese, Lilliana Vendra

Honors Program
Jaclyn Barnes, Katherine Davison, Jennifer Defren, Constance Moore, Lorin Poullard, Kazim Rizvi,

David Krempels

r
Who's Who

Ndidi Amutah, Jaclyn Barnes, Celine Bauer, Suzanne Casadevall, Elizabeth Fiore, Kathleen Perry,

Christian Pulley, Nandanee Ramdin, Quesia Raqib, Jack Reynolds, Kazim Rizvi, Jeffrey Steigman,

Marie Varghese

Paul Robeson Scholars
Ndidi Amutah, Dayna Holliman, Ayesha Howard, Cheryl Keise, Olivia Kenol, Jessica Krimmel,

Larry Lyons II, Mara Ostfeld, Michael Pagliorola, Raheem I Reese, Mustafa Rourk, Marie

Varghese, Ami Yares

Carr Scholars Academic
Lorin Poullard

Dean's Office-Student Employees
Ho Chun Ai, Sandra Distasio, Esther Dulay

ecreation Center Advisory Board
Kenneth Esser

Kellerman Memorial Award
Jaclyn A. Barnes
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Livingston College Academic Achievement

Dean's Award Award
Kathleen Meghan Perry Jaclyn A. Barnes and Sarah M. Lilley
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Livingston Pride Award
Kazim A. Rizvi

Outstanding Senior

Award
Mighty Fine
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Maryam Abdur Rahman
Jeremy Abrams

Nicholas Adamucci

Alyssa Allen

Heather Alonso

Michelle Alvarez

Anthony Amaral

John Amaral

Laura Amitrano

Didi N Amutah

Natasha Anderson

Sophia Anderson

Daniel Antonelli

Joshua Antony
Derrick Arcilla



Class of 2003

"The only good is

knowledge and the only

evil ignorance"

-Socrates



"Such a long long time to
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Travis Barret

Scott Battaglia

Celine Bauer

Maureen Bekheet

Tracee Belmar

Sheryl Benjamin

Mena Bernaba

Howard Blackwood

Shanti Blasini

Leah Boccanfuso

Samantha Boehm
Charles Boyle

Matthew Brisbin

Erin Brophy

Donna Brown

James Buccola

Ma Tangela Bulaon

Christina Buono
Nicole Cali

Angela Campbell



Shanise Campbell

Daniel Cantelmo

Jimmy Carbajal

Yesenia Carrasquillo

Suzanne Casadevall

Edward Chandler

Kristen Chapman
Tamira Chapman
Tanisha Chapman

Sang Jun Cho

Vanessa Cole

Tyelisa Coleman

Justin Conroy

Wendy Cordero

Carmen Costin

David Crane

Brandon Crosby

Christopher Crow
Brian Cunado

Malcolm Curtis
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Class of 2003

ALLIES OF

yASStMftyftiNftti
ijASSCNM/MAN 'JKWKWll'CJIj t

"Our lives begin to end

e day we become silent

about things that matter.
5 '

-Martin Luther King, Jr.

I
\

it !
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Gregory Cutrera

Christopher D'Argenio

Tiffany Dance

Kevin Davis

Jennifer Defren

Evan Dick

Anthony Disano

Sandra Distasio

Rana Dorsey

Jill Dortheimer

Janae Drayton

Esther Dulay

Gilda Dulay

Anh-Tung Duong
Matthew Durkan

Adam Engstrom

Michael Ervelli

Natalie Filomeno

Mighty Fine

Elizabeth Fiore



Ian Fisher

Carrie Fisk

Marichu Flores

Christie Gaie

Zev Garbuz

Melissa Garcia

Lashawn Games
boni Gatson Anderson

Megan Gaydos

Jared Geiger

Lisa George

Darryl Giard

Michael Godlewski

Betzaida Gonzalez

Jayne Gugenheim

Heather Gumb
Jessica Guzsaly

Jonah Hanft

Suzanne Hardin

Mindy Harzula



Class of 2003

"Don't gain the world

and lose your soul,

wisdom is better than
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Mehreen Hasan

Brian Heath

Christina Hernandez

Johanny Hernandez

Denise Hodges

Erica Holl

Ayesha Howard
Melissa Humes
Shoeb Hyder

Todd Ingenito

Lauren Ingersoll

Damaris Isales

Jamillahjabbar

Koljonna Jefferson

Kelliejelks

CecilyJohnson

GlorimarJohnson

TiaJohnson

Brian Jones

Renee Jones



Angelojongco

Daniel Jorgensen

Brian Keelen

Edward Keenan

Amy Keeney

Cheryl Keise

Erin Kelly

Shawn Kelly

Olivia Kenol

Jenna Kettenburg

Heui-Jung Kim
Allison Klein

Edward Kohlberg

Maiko Kubota

Nathan Lai

Sandra Lainez

Michael Lara

James Larsen

Melinda Lawson

Sabrina Lemiska



Class of 2003

"Don't compromise

yourself. You're all you've

got.
55

-Janis Joplin

31
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Denise Lentzsch

Adam Leone

Michael Levine

Christine Lew
Laticia Lewis

Cindy Lin

Yuh-Tyng Lin

Jannie Ka-Lo

Giovanni Lucero

Larry Lyons

Syed Mahmood
Danielle Malloy

Christie Marasigan

Christine Marshall

Ebony Marshall

Mike Martinez

Colleen McMackin

Hector Mendoza

Michael Menzella

Fawn Miller
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Tennille Miller

Nicholas Misciagna

Kristin Mitschele

Constance Moore

Jameel Morrison

Moshood Muftau

Michelle Muhi

Richard Murgittroyd

David Namgung
Guimene Napoleon

Eric Neuman
Matthew Nevins

Karina Ng
Stephanie Nieves

Lillie Nkenchor

James Noblett

Moriamo Obajinmi

Kate Overgaard

Michael Pagliorola

Alfred Papasso



Class of 2003

"The perfect human
being is all human beings

put together, it is a

collective, it is all of us

together that make
perfection."

-Socrates



Class of 2003

i

"Forgiveness is the

fragrance the violet sheds

on the heel that has

crushed it."

-Mark Twain
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Nirali Parikh

MikyungPark

AbhaPatel

Ami Patel

Timothy Patrick

Kathleen Peoples

Pamela Pepe

Kathleen Perry

Margot Perry

Saidah Petrie

Lorin Poullard

Jonathan Pukel

Christian Pulley

Quesia Raqib

Carolyn Reid

Brian Reynolds

Jack Reynolds

Kazim Rizvi

Sean Roberts

Vicky Rodoussakis



Susan Ross

Susan Rosti

Mustafa Rourk

Zena Ruskai

Izabela Rysiec

John Paul Saitta

Christopher Salvato

Lynn Salvucci

Joseph Sarnoski

Clayton Scacco

Craig Seidenschwarz

Michael Shieh

Marcus Sibley

Michael Sison

Matthew Slobodow

Nicole Smith

Ryan Smith

Danny Soares

Kia Staples

Jeffrey Steigman



Class of 2003

'Hp 'Is**' '
•

"The least of things with

a meaning is worth more
in life than the greatest of

things without."

-CarlJung
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Class of 2003

"It is important to use all

knowledge ethically,

humanely, and lovingly.
5'



Alison Steinhauser

Cindy Stitt

Marc Suznovich

Tyheshia Thomas

Ronald Tordecilla

Tiffany Torpey

Matthew Toscano

Anita Tse

Maryum Tucker

Kyle Van Zyle

Vivian Vargas

Marie Varghese

Lilliana Vendra

Philip Wang
Shaun Weeden

Brian Weitz

Mark Wendelken

LayliWhyte

Jeffrey Wiggins

Latoya Wills
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Class of 2003

"Work like you don't

need the money. Dance

like no one is watching.

And love like youVe never

been hurt."

-Mark Twain



Congratulations!!
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Congratulations!!

Class of 2003



Congratulations!

!

Class of 2003





ŷ//^y/////^//^
Zim, Rebecca, Jason and Kin

celebrate the end of the year

together!

Ivan displays the fruits of a

hit season for the Livingston

Theater Company

The USWO wins three

awards for their

accomplishments in 2003

Lauren, Diana and Anne enjoy the afternoon's festivities!! Matt Winkler sits in his seat looking innocent.
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Student Center Awards Banquet 2003

f

Tamira, Tanisha and Ebony pose for a lovely picture of Student

Center employees
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